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Resources for Reporting Test Scores: A Bibliography for the Assessment Community

Introduction

Score reporting is a rising challenge for many testing agencies today regardless of the audience for the reports (local, state, national, and even international) and regardless of test purpose (norm-referenced and criterion-referenced achievement, diagnosis, growth, or credentialing). For example, NCLB requirements have shone a bright spotlight on K-12 assessment practices in the United States over the past several years (involving millions of reports to parents), and international comparisons of performance are likewise of great interest (and receive considerable attention from policy makers, educators, and the public).

Both here and overseas, educational tests are increasingly being used for a variety of important purposes, and in the realm of professional credentialing test results are high-stakes for individuals (and their professional organizations). Across testing contexts, stakeholders including the examinees themselves want results presented to them in ways that are clear, concise, and relevant. At the same time, score reporting has historically been a bit of a postscript to the test development process and has not always been held to the same quality standards as the assessments themselves. Research findings, too, to guide the process of score report design are often lacking. For agencies charged with developing score reporting resources, the literature on reporting is diffuse at best: it draws not only from psychometrics but also graphic design, cognitive psychology, public policy, public relations, and increasingly, information technology.

Clearly, score reporting is a rapidly evolving topic that simply cannot be done ‘on the fly’, and this bibliography endeavors to bring together references on numerous aspects of score reporting together as a resource for people involved in the development of score reports and reporting materials. Here, we have searched the psychometric literature as well of that of related fields to identify journal articles, technical reports and documents, and conference papers that could be used by testing agencies to inform reporting practices in a variety of testing contexts.

We begin our bibliography by citing the relevant professional guidelines in the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA, APA, and NCME, 1999), the Code of Professional Responsibilities in Educational Measurement (NCME, 1995), and the Code of Fair Testing Practices in Education (Code of Fair Testing Practices in Education, 2004). From there we have organized the references into categories as noted in the Table of Contents:

- Guidelines references are those which offer readers general and specific guidance for report development in the form of principles or other advice.
• **Report Levels and Audiences** references are materials that concern reporting for different stakeholder groups and at different levels of aggregation (students, district, state, etc.)

• **Scores and Reporting Contexts** as a category encompasses a range of materials on the contents of score reports, including references on scale scores, achievement levels, scale anchoring/item mapping, domain score/subscore reporting, diagnostic score reporting, market basket reporting, and reporting and validity.

• **Displaying Data and Accessing Results** references address graphic design, report formatting, and reporting medium such as online reporting.

• **Reporting Policy and Accountability** references speak generally to the topic of reporting materials including reporting in an accountability context.

• **Sample Reports** provides references to a number of individual- and group-level score reports and interpretive guides that intended users of this bibliography may find useful as examples of current practices (please note that inclusion does not imply endorsement or formal review with respect to professional standards or other guidelines cited previously).
1. Professional Standards


Relevant standards for score and test interpretations, score reports, and test uses follow:

Score Interpretation
1.1 / 1.2 / 1.3 / 1.4: Validity of score interpretation
2.11 / 7.3: Inferences with subpopulation
3.4: Documenting normative or standardization samples or the criterion
4.10 / 10.11 / 13.4: Score comparability (local norms)
4.19 / 4.20: Cut scores
5.10 / 11.17 / 11.18 / 13.12 / 13.13: Interpretive material for local release
6.5: Using statistical descriptions and analyses (raw and derived score & standard error)
11.15 / 13.15 / 15.12: Appropriate contextual information (potential misinterpretations)

Score Reporting
5.11 / 6.12 / 12.15: Give more information for computer-generated interpretation
7.5 / 11.20 / 12.19 / 13.7: Need of description and analysis of alternate explanations
7.2 / 7.8 / 13.19: For subgroups (gender, age, ethnicity, sample size & distribution)
8.8: Categorical decisions to assign individuals
8.9: Confidentiality to report scores
9.5 / 10.11: Do not report flagged scores
11.6 / 12.9 / 12.20 / 13.14 / 15.11: Format appropriate for recipient
13.16: Date of test administration and the age of any norms to interpret report
13.17 / 15.3 / 15.4: Definition of score & technical support need to use of gained score

Test Interpretation
2.2 / 2.3: Standard error of measurement to interpret individual score
12.14 / 12.16: Considering possible conditions for each examinee before interpret

Use of Test Scores
7.10 / 7.11: Mean test score differences between relevant subgroups (construct-irrelevant)

For test developers: test developers should report test results accurately and provide information to help test users interpret test results correctly.

C-1. Provide information to support recommended interpretations of the results, including the nature of the content, norms or comparison groups, and other technical evidence. Advise test users of the benefits and limitations of test results and their interpretation. Warn against assigning greater precision than is warranted.

C-2. Provide guidance regarding the interpretations of results for tests administered with modifications. Inform test users of potential problems in interpreting test results when tests or test administration procedures are modified.

C-3. Specify appropriate uses of test results and warn test users of potential misuses.

C-4. When test developers set standards, provide the rationale, procedures, and evidence for setting performance standards or passing scores. Avoid using stigmatizing labels.

C-5. Encourage test users to base decisions about test takers on multiple sources of appropriate information, not on a single test score.

C-6. Provide information to enable test users to accurately interpret and report test results for groups of test takers, including information about who were and who were not included in the different groups being compared, and information about factors that might influence the interpretation of results.

C-7. Provide test results in a timely fashion and in a manner that is understood by the test taker.

C-8. Provide guidance to test users about how to monitor the extent to which the test is fulfilling its intended purposes.

For test users: test users should report and interpret test results accurately and clearly.

C-1. Interpret the meaning of the test results, taking into account the nature of the content, norms or comparison groups, other technical evidence, and benefits and limitations of test results.

C-2. Interpret test results from modified test or test administration procedures in view of the impact those modifications may have had on test results.

C-3. Avoid using tests for purposes other than those recommended by the test developer unless there is evidence to support the intended use or interpretation.

C-4. Review the procedures for setting performance standards or passing scores. Avoid using stigmatizing labels.

C-5. Avoid using a single test score as the sole determinant of decisions about test takers. Interpret test scores in conjunction with other information about individuals.

C-6. State the intended interpretation and use of test results for groups of test takers. Avoid grouping test results for purposes not specifically recommended by the test developer unless evidence is obtained to support the intended use. Report procedures that were followed in determining who were and who were not
included in the groups being compared and describe factors that might influence the interpretation of results.
C-7. Communicate test results in a timely fashion and in a manner that is understood by the test taker.
C-8. Develop and implement procedures for monitoring test use, including consistency with the intended purposes of the test.

Informing test takers: test developers or test users should inform test takers about the nature of the test, test taker rights and responsibilities, the appropriate use of scores, and procedures for resolving challenges to scores.
D–1. Inform test takers in advance of the test administration about the coverage of the test, the types of question formats, the directions, and appropriate test-taking strategies. Make such information available to all test takers.
D–2. When a test is optional, provide test takers or their parents/guardians with information to help them judge whether a test should be taken—including indications of any consequences that may result from not taking the test (e.g., not being eligible to compete for a particular scholarship)—and whether there is an available alternative to the test.
D–3. Provide test takers or their parents/guardians with information about rights test takers may have to obtain copies of tests and completed answer sheets, to retake tests, to have tests rescored, or to have scores declared invalid.
D–4. Provide test takers or their parents/guardians with information about responsibilities test takers have, such as being aware of the intended purpose and uses of the test, performing at capacity, following directions, and not disclosing test items or interfering with other test takers.
D–5. Inform test takers or their parents/guardians how long scores will be kept on file and indicate to whom, under what circumstances, and in what manner test scores and related information will or will not be released. Protect test scores from unauthorized release and access.
D–6. Describe procedures for investigating and resolving circumstances that might result in canceling or withholding scores, such as failure to adhere to specified testing procedures.
D–7. Describe procedures that test takers, parents/guardians, and other interested parties may use to obtain more information about the test, register complaints, and have problems resolved.


6.1 Conduct these activities in an informed, objective, and fair manner within the context of the assessment's limitations and with an understanding of the potential consequences of use.
6.2 Provide to those who receive assessment results information about the assessment, its purposes, its limitations, and its uses necessary for the proper interpretation of the results.
6.3 Provide to those who receive score reports an understandable written description of all reported scores, including proper interpretations and likely misinterpretations.
6.4 Communicate to appropriate audiences the results of the assessment in an understandable and timely manner, including proper interpretations and likely misinterpretations.
6.5 Evaluate and communicate the adequacy and appropriateness of any norms or standards used in the interpretation of assessment results.
6.6 Inform parties involved in the assessment process how assessment results may affect them.
6.7 Use multiple sources and types of relevant information about persons or programs whenever possible in making educational decisions.
6.8 Avoid making, and actively discourage others from making, inaccurate reports, unsubstantiated claims, inappropriate interpretations, or otherwise false and misleading statements about assessment results.
6.9 Disclose to examinees and others whether and how long the results of the assessment will be kept on file, procedures for appeal and rescoring, rights examinees and others have to the assessment information, and how those rights may be exercised.
6.10 Report any apparent misuses of assessment information to those responsible for the assessment process.
6.11 Protect the rights to privacy of individuals and institutions involved in the assessment process.
2. Guidelines


There is significant potential for error in long production processes that consist of sequential stages, each of which is heavily dependent on the previous stage, such as the SER (Scoring, Equating, and Reporting) process. Quality control procedures are required in order to monitor this process and to reduce the number of mistakes to a minimum. In the context of this module, quality control is a formal systematic process designed to ensure that expected quality standards are achieved during scoring, equating, and reporting of test scores. The module divides the SER process into 11 steps. For each step, possible mistakes that might occur are listed, followed by examples and quality control procedures for avoiding, detecting, or dealing with these mistakes. Most of the listed quality control procedures are also relevant for Internet-delivered and scored testing. Lessons from other industries are also discussed. The motto of this module is: There is a reason for every mistake. If you can identify the mistake, you can identify the reason it happened and prevent it from recurring. [Author’s abstract]


The paper examines the practice in state reporting of assessment results based on 1984 and 1989 reviews from over 30 states, and to provide guidelines for effective reporting, derived from the literature on cognitive psychology, communication, and information representation and decision-making, along with illustrations of exemplary practice. Both content and format concerns are addressed. [Authors’ abstract]


A critical, but often neglected, component of any large-scale assessment program is the reporting of test results. In the past decade, a body of evidence has been compiled that raises concerns over the ways in which these results are reported to and understood by their intended audiences. In this study, current approaches for reporting student-level results on large-scale assessment were investigated. Recent student test score reports and interpretive guides from 11 states, three U.S. commercial testing companies, and two Canadian provinces were reviewed. On the basis of past score-reporting research, testing standards, and the requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, a number of promising and potentially problematic features of these reports and guides are identified, and
recommendations are offered to help enhance future score-reporting designs and to inform future research in this important area. [Authors’ abstract]


A Guide to Effective Accountability Reporting is intended to serve as a resource for the staffs of state education agencies (SEAs) and local education agencies (LEAs) who are responsible for producing state, district, or school report cards of the type required under many state or district accountability systems as well as under NCLB. This guide is not intended to provide an academic discussion of the nature of indicators and indicator systems, nor is it meant to cover the broad territory of accountability issues. It is meant to provide a resource for agencies, and to spur the thought of practitioners, as accountability reporting systems are tooled to meet the requirements of NCLB. [Authors’ abstract]


General guidelines exist for reporting and interpreting test scores, but there are shortcomings in the available technology, especially when applied to criterion-referenced tests. Concerns that have been expressed in the educational measurement literature address the uses of test scores, the manner of reporting scores, limited testing knowledge among users, presentation of results to parents and students, and use of computer technology to report test scores. Several activities must occur before high quality test score reports can be prepared. These activities include the specification of information needs, building a testing program consistent with needs, identification of audiences and their levels of testing knowledge, proper test selection, and proper test construction. A rating system which can be used in designing or evaluating criterion-referenced test score reporting systems is presented, based on a logical analysis of criterion-referenced tests; current uses of the tests; and information needs of parents and students, building administrators, and district administrators. This rating system is organized around seven major categories of concern: information about objectives, information at the item level, information at the objective level, information at the subtest level, subject summaries, specialized services, and general services. [Authors’ abstract]

Clear communication with parents about educational reform issues and the implementation of standards is essential. This publication presents ideas for state leaders on how better to inform parents about statewide assessments and how to report the results of these assessments to parents so that the results are more meaningful. The first section provides the perspectives of a parent and a policymaker when confronted with a new statewide test for the first time. The second section makes five strategic and four content recommendations and gives examples of how to make parents more aware of new tests, their purposes, and the changes they may bring. Section 3 gives some ideas on how to report testing results to parents. In the fourth section, five organizations that are committed to better communication with parents are described. Their structures, the coalitions they have built, and the products they produce to communicate with parents are described. Section 5 contains suggestions from the states with the best success in communicating with parents. This "Idea Book" also contains a series of "Close-ups" that provide stories from states on a variety of issues related to statewide testing, including reporting scores, evaluating communication tools, helping teachers with communication, and negotiating with the test provider. The appendices contain some annotated score reports, a set of resources to assist states in communicating with parents, and acknowledgments. [Author’s abstract]


Identifies the characteristics of good state assessment and accountability reports on the scores of student performance on large-scale assessments, including the performance of students with disabilities. First, the authors consider what state and district reports should look like with specific consideration to issues of content. The authors describe ways in which these reports should be formatted and review the research on what the reports actually look like. A brief section is included on the actual results that state report on the performance, participation, and progress of students with disabilities. It is argued that reports should be clear, comprehensive, comparative, concise, and include confidentiality and cautionary statements. The authors also stress that the reports should be readable, responsive to audience needs, and well-organized. The chapter concludes by raising cautions about factors that lead to misinterpretation of data on trends in gaps between the performance of students with and without disabilities. [Authors’ abstract]
3. Report Levels and Audiences


This article investigates the adequacy of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) for taking into account dissimilarities in students' family, school, and community contexts when reporting test score differences among population groups (i.e., racial and ethnic minorities). This question was addressed by comparing the NAEP to other representative data for Grades 8 and 12--the National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS) and High School and Beyond (HSB)--that contain richer social context measures. Our analyses show that NAEP lacks a number of important social context measures and that the quality of some (but by no means all) of NAEP's measures is low because of reliance on student self-reports and other unreliable data sources. These weaknesses of NAEP have important practical implications: Compared to HSB and NELS, NAEP usually overestimates the achievement differences between students who come from different population groups but similar social contexts. However, at the secondary school level at which these analyses were conducted, these overestimates primarily reflect NAEP's lack of important measures rather than its reliance on student self-reports. [Authors’ abstract]


Means of interpreting norm-referenced tests to lead to more accurate reporting results are discussed, with particular emphasis on state-level and district-level data. Suggestions fall into the categories of documentation, frequency norm, and multiple form use. [Author’s abstract]
In 1983 the Maryland State Department of Public Education (MSDE) issued a request for proposals for "The Development of the Score Reporting System for the Maryland Functional Testing Program." The MSDE called for a literature review, a national survey, a statewide survey of user needs and capabilities, an assessment of the state's report producing capability, and a final design for reports and a user's manual. Following a literature search, national and statewide surveys of reporting practices and information needs were conducted by Measurement Incorporated. Common and unique needs of district and building administrators, teachers and counselors, and parents and students were found. Using the nationwide search results, the information needs of students, parents, teachers, guidance counselors, principals, and district administrators in Maryland were surveyed. Score report design was based upon these studies emphasizing the accountability function of the tests. Four levels of reporting and seven content areas necessitated 28 separate score reports. Examples of four levels of reports (student, class, school, and local education agency) are presented. Each report is oriented to a specific audience, visual clutter is reduced, and diagnostic information is briefly presented. A user's guide provides thorough background on score interpretation at multiple levels. This score reporting system appears to meet the responsibilities and information needs of all its audiences. [Author’s abstract]


Study questions focused on the: characteristics and features of the reporting methods, information needs likely to be served, level of interest in the reporting practices, types of inferences that could be based on the reported data, implications of the reporting methods for NAEP, and implications of the reporting methods for state and local education programs. [Authors’ abstract]


This research study is a follow-up to several recent studies conducted on NAEP reports that found policy makers and the media were misinterpreting test, figures, and tables. Our purposes were (a) to investigate the extent to which NAEP Executive Summary Reports are understandable to policy makers and educators, and (b) to the extent that problems are identified. Several recommendations are offered for improving the NAEP reports: First, all displays of data should be field tested prior to their use in NAEP Executive Summary Reports. A second recommendation is that NAEP reports for policy makers and educators should be considerably simplified. A third recommendation is that NAEP reports tailored to particular audiences may be needed to improve clarity, understandability, and usefulness. [Authors’ abstract]


To what extent do teachers possess the competence to interpret state testing program results properly? [Authors’ abstract]


Suggests that the proposed state-by-state National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) will be unable to provide information about which state programs are responsible for differences in test scores. Raises concerns about its cost effectiveness and potential loss of validity if used in state comparisons. [Author’s abstract]


A historical overview of score reporting at the College Board is documented within this paper. Efforts to make score reports more meaningful and valuable to score reports users are described through the developmental activities that were underway during the production of the College Board’s SAT Skills Insight reports for both students and state officials. Reflections of lessons learned throughout the report development process are also provided, along with the College Board’s vision for future score reports. [Authors’ abstract]


Although assessments of mathematics, reading, and writing are assumed to measure distinct academic skills, this may be difficult owing to the pervasive influence of general ability on performance. Factor analyses of school-level data from 14 large-scale assessment programs revealed that 80% of the variance in mathematics, reading, and writing scores was due to a common, underlying factor. Multiple regression analyses confirmed that scores contribute little information that is unique to a particular subject (6% or less). Although different assessments may create the illusion of providing unique information, they may be tapping into generic cognitive abilities that cut across content areas. These results raise suspicions about the value and validity of interpretations based on school-level subject area scores. [Author’s abstract]


State education agencies are now required to report on the educational performance and progress of all students, including students with disabilities. States are beginning to report trends, and to compare trends in performance of students with and without disabilities. We compare the effects of different methods of analyzing trends to illustrate how failure to account for changes in classification of students will lead to misinterpretation of data on the performance and progress of students with disabilities, and inappropriate policy decisions. We compare three ways of looking at trends over time, and use data from 5 years of assessment in a large state to illustrate the effects of students who change classification. We discuss how accounting for changes in classification of individual students will lead to more appropriate decisions and help avoid negative consequences for students with disabilities. [Authors’ abstract]
4. Scores and Reporting Contexts

Scales for reporting


The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) uses item response theory (IRT) based scaling methods to summarize information in complex data sets. The necessity of global scores or more detailed subscores, creation of developmental scales for different ages, and use of scale anchoring for scale interpretation are discussed. [Authors’ abstract]


The authors provide a small section in their chapter focused on different types of derived scales (e.g., stanines, age-equivalent scores and age-equivalent scores) for score reporting. In addition, they describe different uses of scores and how the uses impact on the types of information that users might value in reports. They make a strong case for more research on score report development, especially experimental work. [Our abstract]


The National Assessment Governing Board of Educational Progress has recently adopted the position that the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) should employ within-age scaling whenever feasible. The NAEP Technical Review panel (TRP) has studied the issue at some length, and reports on it in this analysis. The first section reviews the evidence concerning the tenability of the psychometric assumptions underlying cross-age (vertical) scaling, and considers whether NAEP trends or comparisons would appear materially different if within-age scaling were applied to existing NAEP data. The second section reviews the possible implications of a shift to within-age scaling for the design of the NAEP objectives frameworks and exercise pools. The third and final section relates cross-age versus within-age scaling to the substantive interpretations and policy implications supported by NAEP data. The panel concludes that in general, if one accepts the premise that cross-age scales are valid and useful, then NAEP cross-age scales are not technically flawed in any obvious ways. However, analyses suggest that cross-age scale comparisons are largely flawed and unhelpful. Overall, the report supports the recent decision of the National Assessment Governing Board to use within-age scales when feasible. [Author’s abstract]


Scale-score reporting is a recent innovation in the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). With scaling methods, the performance of a sample of students in a subject area or subarea can be summarized on a single scale even when different students have been administered different exercises. This article presents an overview of the scaling methodologies employed in the analyses of NAEP surveys beginning with 1984. The first section discusses the perspective on scaling from which the procedures were conceived and applied. The plausible values methodology developed for use in NAEP scale-score analyses is then described, in the contexts of item response theory and average response method scaling. The concluding section lists milestones in the evolution of the plausible values approach in NAEP and directions for further improvement. [Authors’ abstract]


The interchangeability of scores yielded by three weighting procedures applied to low-stakes achievement tests and to high-stakes examinations containing both selected response (SR) items and constructed response (CR) items in Language Arts and Mathematics was examined. The three scoring procedures included an unweighted procedure in which scores from the set of SR items and the set of CR items/tasks were added; a weighted procedure in which the CR items were weighted so that the CR and SR items contributed equally; and pattern scoring in which each item was individually weighted. While the different weighting procedures yielded similar score distributions for all four tests at the group level, they were sufficiently dissimilar at the student level to warrant using them interchangeably. Pattern scoring provided the smallest standard errors, particularly at the lower end of the ability distribution. Whereas test stakes was not a factor, subject area may be a factor. Further, difference between the three score distributions suggest that care must be taken in choosing one weighting
procedure over the others in a criterion-referenced situation, especially when a cut-score is set in the tail of the score distribution. [Authors’ abstract]


This Digest introduces the advantages and disadvantages of three commonly used methods of reporting test score changes: (1) change in percentile rank; (2) scale or raw score change; and (3) percent change. The change in percentile rank method focuses on the increase or decrease of the mean percentile ranking for a group of students. This method has two main problems. The first is that calculating the mean percentile rank based on an individual's percentile ranks can provide an inaccurate estimate of a group's mean performance. The second is that, because of unequal intervals separating percentile ranks, changes in percentile ranks represent different amounts of growth at each point on the scale. A second method is scale or raw score change. The main drawback to this method is that when raw scores are used to determine change, it is difficult to compare change across tests with different score ranges. A third approach, that of reporting percent change, causes further distortion. Resulting in a statistic that is difficult to interpret and misleading. All of these methods should be avoided when summarizing change in test scores. A separate Digest suggests better ways to summarize changes. [Author’s abstract]


Examines the effects of using item response theory (IRT) ability estimates based on customized tests that were formed by selecting specific content areas from a nationally standardized achievement test. Tendency of ability estimates and estimated national percentile ranks based on the content-customized tests in school samples to be systematically higher than those based on the full tests. [Author’s abstract]

**Achievement levels**


Responds to a negative evaluation of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and asserts that a review of the evidence for the NAEP performance standards indicates that there is support for the current approach to NAEP standard setting. Considers the scholarship of the NAS evaluation inadequate. [Authors’ abstract]


Considerable evidence suggests that policy-makers, educators, the media, and the public do not understand national and state test results. The problems appear to be two-fold: the scales on which scores are reported seem confusing, and the report forms themselves are often too complex for the intended audiences. This paper addresses two topics. The first is to make test-score reporting scales more meaningful for policymakers, educators, and the media. Of particular importance in work on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) was the use of performance standards in score reporting. The second topic is the actual report forms that are used to communicate results. Results from a recent interview study with 60 participants using the Executive Summary of the 1992 NAEP Mathematics Assessment were used to highlight problems in score reporting and to suggest guidelines for improvement. The burden is on the reporting agency to ensure that reporting scales are meaningful and that reported scales are valid for the recommended uses. [Authors’ abstract]


Focuses on the establishment of National Assessment of Educational Progress NAEP on clear performance standards for students in the U.S. Presentation of 1990 NAEP mathematics assessment; Basis of NAEP scale on scoring; Types of characterization of student performance. [Authors’ abstract]


The validity of interpretations of National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) achievement levels is evaluated by focusing on evidence regarding 3 types of discrepancies: (a) discrepancies between standards implied by judgments
of different types of items (e.g., multiple choice vs. short answer or dichotomously scored vs. extended response tasks scored using multipoint rubrics), (b) discrepancies between descriptions of achievement levels with their associated exemplar items and the location of cut scores on the scale, and (c) discrepancies between the assessments and content standards. Large discrepancies of all 3 types raise serious questions about some of the more expansive inferences that have been made in reporting NAEP results in terms of achievement levels. It is argued that the evidence reviewed provides a strong case for making more modest inferences and interpretations of achievement levels than have frequently been made. [Author’s abstract]


A new procedure for defining achievement levels on continuous scales was developed using aspects of Guttman scaling and item response theory. This procedure assigns examinees to levels of achievement when the levels are represented by separate pools of multiple-choice items. Items were assigned to levels on the basis of their content and hierarchically defined level descriptions. The resulting level response functions were well-spaced and noncrossing. This result allowed well-spaced levels of achievement to be defined by a common percent-correct standard of mastery on the level pools. Guttman patterns of mastery could be inferred from level scores. The new scoring procedure was found to have higher reliability, higher classification consistency, and lower classification error, when compared to two Guttman scoring procedures. [Authors’ abstract]


**Scale anchoring / item mapping**


The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) makes possible comparison of groups of students and provides information about what these groups know and can do. The scale anchoring techniques described in this chapter address the latter purpose. The direct method and the smoothing method of scale anchoring are discussed. [Authors’ abstract]


A procedure is presented for locating on the latent trait scale the scores (or responses) of items that follow the three-parameter logistic (3PL) and monotone partial credit (MPC) models. The procedure is based on a Bayesian updating of the item information and is identical to locating the score at the latent trait value that maximizes the Bock score information. Applications are provided in terms of selecting items or score categories for criterion-referenced interpretation and mapping and analyzing score categories. [Author’s abstract]


What is item mapping and how does it aid test score interpretation? Which item mapping technique produces the most consistent results and most closely matches expert opinion? [Authors’ abstract]

**Domain score / subscore reporting**


Resampling results with real data for 1,000 test responses and 2,902 young adults show that for unidimensional and multidimensional models the item response theory (IRT) estimator is a more accurate predictor of the domain score than is the classical percent-correct score. [Authors’ abstract]


Lack of sufficient reliability is the primary impediment for generating and reporting subtest scores. Several methods that are currently available improve estimation of subscores by either incorporating the correlation structure among the subtest abilities or utilizing the examinee’s performance on the overall test. This paper conducted a systematic comparison among four subscoring methods: the multidimensional scoring, the augmented score, the higher-order item response model and the object performance index (OPI) by examining how sample size, test length, number of subtests or domains and their correlations affect the subtest ability estimation. The correlation-based methods provided similar results, and performed best in multiple short subtests measuring highly correlated abilities. The OPI method performed relatively poorer compared to the other methods in all conditions on both ability estimation and proportion correct scores. Real data analysis further underscores the similarities and differences between the four subscoring methods. [Authors’ abstract]


This article examines a subscore augmentation procedure. The approach uses empirical Bayes adjustments and is intended to improve the overall accuracy of measurement when information is scant. Simulations examined the impact of the method on subscale scores in a variety of realistic conditions. The authors focused on two popular scoring methods: summed scores and item response theory scale scores for summed scores. Simulation conditions included number of subscales, length (hence, reliability) of subscales, and the underlying correlations between scales. To examine the relative performance of the augmented scales, the authors computed root mean square error, reliability, percentage correctly identified as falling within specific proficiency ranges, and the percentage of simulated individuals for whom the augmented score was closer to the true score than was the nonaugmented score. The general findings and limitations of the study are discussed and areas for future research are suggested. [Authors’ abstract]


In educational tests, subscores are often generated from a portion of the items in a larger test. Guidelines based on mean squared error are proposed to indicate whether subscores are worth reporting. Alternatives considered are direct reports of subscores, estimates of subscores based on total score, combined estimates based on subscores and total scores, and residual analysis of subscores. Applications are made to data from two testing programs. [Author’s abstract]


Recently, there has been an increasing level of interest in reporting subscores for components of larger assessments. This paper examines the issue of reporting subscores at an aggregate level, especially at the level of institutions to which the examinees belong. A new statistical approach based on classical test theory is proposed to assess when subscores at the institutional level have any added value over the total scores. The methods are applied to two operational data sets. For the data under study, the observed results provide little support in favour of reporting subscores for either examinees or institutions. [Authors’ abstract]


Subscores resulting from the administration of high-stakes tests to candidates for credentials in the health professions are desirable for two reasons. First, failing candidates want a profile of performance to plan future remedial studies. Second, training institutions want a profile of performance for their graduates to better evaluate their training. The validity of the interpretation or use of subscores depends on a summative judgment based on a combination of reasoning and empirical analyses, known as validation. We describe this reasoning process and show that with a large credentialing test the validity of any subscore interpretation or use can and should be studied systematically. Validity evidence should be established to support the interpretation and use of subscores that we intend to
report. Some principles arise in this study related to the validity of subscores, and some procedures are proposed to help testing program personnel better validate the use of subscores. [Authors’ abstract]


In this study, the precision of subscale score estimates was evaluated when out-of-scale information was incorporated. Procedures that incorporated out-of-scale information and only information within a subscale were compared through a series of simulations. It was revealed that more information (i.e., more precision) was always provided for subscale score estimates when out-of-scale information was used. The degree of the information gain depended on the number of out-of-scale items, the magnitude of item discrimination power, and the magnitude of subscale-trait correlation. Also, the accuracy of subscale score estimates was evaluated. Contrary to precision, subscale score estimates were somewhat more biased with out-of-scale information when there were more out-of-scale items and/or when out-of-scale items had high item discrimination power. This tendency was more apparent when the correlation between subscale traits was low. It was concluded that subscale-trait correlation is an important factor to be considered when out-of-scale information is used. [Authors’ abstract]


The current study evaluated whether to report individual test-takers’ subscores of the Major Field Business Test (MFT Business) by analyzing subscores’ reliabilities and the internal structure of the test. Reliability analysis found that for each individual student, the observed subscores did not contribute statistically meaningful information beyond the total score of the test. In addition, analysis of internal structure of the MFT Business found a uni-dimensional construct to be present, which also did not support the additional reporting of subscores for each individual student. The relationship between the two analyses was also discussed and an alternate method was recommended for future research. The study concluded that the MFT Business should not report subscores of individual students. [Author’s abstract]

The added value of reporting subscores on a college admission test (SweSAT) was examined in this study. Using a CTT-derived objective method for determining the value of reporting subscores, it was concluded that there is added value in reporting section scores (Verbal/Quantitative) as well as subtest scores. These results differ from a study of the SAT I and a study of a basic skills test and thus highlight the need for practitioners and researchers to gather empirical evidence to support the reporting of subscores. The cause of the disparate results seems to be related to differences in the composition of the tests rather than differences in the composition of the examinee groups. [Author’s abstract]


This study was undertaken to determine whether additional information useful for guidance or placement could be derived from the existing Graduate Record Examinations (GRE) Advanced Psychology Test. The number of subscores currently reported is limited by the high reliability required to make admissions decisions; subscores used only for guidance and placement would not need to meet such a rigorous standard. Subscores based on eight content areas (Personality, Learning, Measurement, Developmental psychology, Social psychology, Physiological and Comparative psychology, Perceptual and Sensory psychology, and Clinical and Abnormal psychology) were identified by the GRE Advanced Psychology Test Committee of Examiners. These experimental subscores, the two currently reported subscores, and the total score were analyzed. Analysis showed that, for most students, additional information about strengths and weaknesses in some of the areas could be obtained. The particular subscores which could provide useful information varied from student to student. This finding was supported by an examination of fifty randomly chosen answer sheets. It was concluded that subscores based on the content areas identified by the Psychology Committee may have potential for providing additional information for purposes of guidance and placement. Subscores based on a factor analysis of the test, however, were judged not to have equivalent potential. [Authors’ abstract]

The U.S. government’s No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001 states that all children should be assessed every year to determine whether they are making adequate academic progress, and that students should receive diagnostic reports that allow teachers to address their specific academic needs. Clearly, the quality of test interpretation is crucial to appropriate instructional planning, diagnostic assessment, and educational placement. Profile analysis is one of the most popular test interpretation methods. Profile analysis refers to the determination of cognitive strengths and weaknesses to assist in diagnostic intervention decisions.

Pfeiffer, Reddy, Kletzel, Schmelzer, and Boyer (2001) reported that 89% of school psychologists used subtest profile analysis, and 70% of them ranked profile analysis as the most beneficial feature of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-III; Wechsler, 1991). The WISC-III manual endorses using profile analysis in classification, stating that “[subtest scatter] variability is frequently considered as diagnostically significant”. (p. 177) Due to the popularity of profile analysis in intelligence testing and its importance in educational placement decisions, it is critical to derive profiles in a methodologically rigorous way. Individual student profiles can be defined as an examinee’s set of subtest scores on a test battery, such as WISC-III. Other commonly used methods to derive profiles include argument scores (Bock, Thissen & Zimowski, 1997), latent class analysis (Lazarsfeld, 1950) and the fusion model (Roussos, DiBello, Stout, Hartz, Henson, & Templin, 2007). Among these methods, the fusion model not only links students’ test score to a statistical model but also links test score to cognitive theory. This paper describes an empirical study comparing profiles based on raw subscores to those based on mastery probability from the fusion model. [Authors’ introduction]


A simulation study was performed to determine whether a group's average percent correct in a content domain could be accurately estimated for groups taking a single test form and not the entire domain of items. Six Item Response Theory (IRT) -based domain score estimation methods were evaluated, under conditions of few items per content area per form taken, small domains, and small group sizes. The methods used item responses to a single form taken to estimate examinee or group ability; domain scores were then computed using the ability estimates and domain item characteristics. The IRT-based domain score estimates typically showed greater accuracy and greater consistency across forms taken than observed performance on the form taken. For the smallest group size and least number of items taken, the accuracy of most IRT-based estimates was questionable; however, a procedure that operates on an estimated distribution of group ability showed promise under most conditions. An appendix discusses
estimating mean group ability using a latent-variable regression model. [Authors’ abstract]


Recently, there has been an increasing level of interest in subscores for their potential diagnostic value. As a result, there is a constant demand from test users for subscores. Haberman (2005) and Haberman, Sinharay, and Puhan (2006) suggested methods based on classical test theory to examine whether subscores provide any added value over total scores. This paper applied the above mentioned methods to recent data sets from a variety of operational tests. The results indicate that subscores provide added value for only a handful of tests. [Authors’ abstract]


The authors reflect on the issues regarding practitioners' use of diagnostic classification models (DCMs). They cite several issues including the lack of studies that demonstrate the validity of the results and information provided by DCMs, and the unreported classification reliability obtained by DCMs. They also provide recommendations on diagnostic scoring for potential DCM users including the sufficiency of reported diagnostic information. [Authors’ abstract]


There is an increasing interest in reporting subscores, both at examinee level and at aggregate levels. However, it is important to ensure reasonable subscore performance in terms of high reliability and validity to minimize incorrect instructional and remediation decisions. This article employs a statistical measure based on classical test theory that is conceptually similar to the test reliability measure and can be used to determine when subscores have any added value over total scores. The usefulness of subscores is examined both at the level of the examinees and at the level of the institutions that the examinees belong to. The suggested approach is applied to two data sets from a basic skills test. The results
provide little support in favor of reporting subscores for either examinees or institutions for the tests studied here. [Authors’ abstract]


The valid provision of subscores from an item response theory-based test implies a multidimensional test structure. Assuming, in the construction of a new test, that the test features required for a valid and reliable total test score have been specified already, this article describes the resulting subscore performance and the resulting degradation of the total score performance caused by multidimensionality. Subscore and total score error variances for both maximum likelihood and expected a posteriori estimators were determined for a typical test as a function of the test dimensionality (i.e., the number of subscores) and the level of correlation among the subscore abilities. The hit rates for detecting true differences among subscore abilities of practical importance are presented. [Author’s abstract]


Probabilistic models with one or more latent variables are designed to report on a corresponding number of skills or cognitive attributes. Multidimensional skill profiles offer additional information beyond what a single test score can provide, if the reported skills can be identified and distinguished reliably. Many recent approaches to skill profile models are limited to dichotomous data and have made use of computationally intensive estimation methods such as Markov chain Monte Carlo, since standard maximum likelihood (ML) estimation techniques were deemed infeasible. This paper presents a general diagnostic model (GDM) that can be estimated with standard ML techniques and applies to polytomous response variables as well as to skills with two or more proficiency levels. The paper uses one member of a larger class of diagnostic models, a compensatory diagnostic model for dichotomous and partial credit data. Many well-known models, such as univariate and multivariate versions of the Rasch model and the two-parameter logistic item response theory model, the generalized partial credit model, as well as a variety of skill profile models, are special cases of this GDM. In addition to an introduction to this model, the paper presents a parameter recovery study using simulated data and an application to real data from the field test for TOEFL® Internet-based testing. [Author’s abstract]


The authors introduce the general principles of empirical Bayes estimation, and then use those principles to develop multivariate generalization of T. L. Kelley's
(1927) regressed estimates of true scores. The goal of this development is the computation of reliable estimates of subscores. Topics discussed include: regressed estimates: statistical augmentation of meager information; an observed score approach to augmented scores; and an approach to augmented scores that uses linear combinations of item response theory scale scores. [Authors’ abstract]


No Child Left Behind (NCLB, 2002) requires state assessment in both report overall (or composite) score and report domain (or objective) scores. Solutions that not only estimate students’ accountability levels, but also provide students and their teachers with useful diagnostic information-in addition to the single “overall” score—are desirable. In practice, overall scores were obtained by simply averaging the domain scores. However, simply averaging the domain scores ignores the fact that different domains have different score points, that scores from those domains are related, and that at different score points, the relationship between overall score and domain score may be different. In order to report reliable and valid overall scores and domain scores, we investigated the performance of three procedures through both real data and simulation data, which are the following: 1) Unidimensional IRT model; 2) Higher Order IRT (HO-IRT) model, simultaneous estimate the overall ability and domain abilities; 3) Multidimensional IRT (MIRT) model to estimate domain abilities, with the maximum information method to obtain the overall ability. Our findings suggest that the MIRT model not only provides reliable domain scores, but also produces a reliable overall score that has the smallest standard error of measurement through use of the maximum information method, without assuming any linear relationship between overall score and domain scores, as the other models do. Suggestions for the conditions, such as the correlation between domains and the number of items needed, were recommended for such reporting purposes. [Author’s abstract]


Several approaches to reporting subscale scores can be found in the literature. This research explores a multidimensional compensatory dichotomous and polytomous item response theory modeling approach for subscale score proficiency estimation, leading toward a more diagnostic solution. It also develops and explores the recovery of a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimation approach to multidimensional item and ability parameter estimation, as well as subscale proficiency and classification rates. The simulation study presented here used real data-derived parameters from a large-scale statewide
assessment with subscale score information under varying conditions of sample size and correlations between subscales (.0, .1, .3, .5, .7, .9). It was found that to report accurate diagnostic information at the subscale level, the subscales need to be highly correlated, or a multidimensional approach should be implemented. MCMC methodology is still a nascent methodology in psychometrics; however, with the growing body of research, its future looks promising. [Authors’ abstract]

**Diagnostic score reporting**


Item response theory (IRT) describes the interaction between examinees and items using probabilistic models. One of the underlying assumptions of IRT is that examinees are all using the same skill or same composite of multiple skills to respond to each of the test items. When item response data do not satisfy the unidimensionality assumption, multidimensional item response theory (MIRT) should be used to model the item-examinee interaction. MIRT enables one to model the interaction of items that are capable of discriminating between levels of several different abilities and examinees that vary in their proficiencies on these abilities. In this article graphical MIRT analyses designed to provide better insight into what individual items are measuring as well as what the test as a whole is assessing are presented and discussed. The goal of the article is to encourage testing practitioners to use MIRT as a means to statistically validate the test specifications. [Author’s abstract]


This paper examines different approaches of using multidimensional item response compensatory models to obtain diagnostic information. In this research a large scale assessment of a mid-western state was used. Specifically, the data that were calibrated in this study came from a fifth grade End-of-Grade (EOG) assessment of reading ability. It contained a total of 73 multiple choice items. According to the test specification manual 55 items were intended to measure reading ability (i.e., the understanding and meaning of words and phrases) and the remaining 18 items were intended to measure comprehension (i.e., understanding the characters and purpose of a passage). In all four different item response theory models ranging from a two-parameter unidimensional model to a three-dimensional bifactor model were fit to the data. Results were analyzed and corresponding mastery vs. non-mastery decisions were made based upon the calibrated results. [Authors’ abstract]

This paper defines Bayesian network models and examines their applications to IRT-based cognitive diagnostic modeling. These models are especially suited to building inference engines designed to be synchronous with the finer grained student models that arise in skills diagnostic assessment. Aspects of the theory and use of Bayesian network models are reviewed, as they affect applications to diagnostic assessment. The paper discusses how Bayesian network models are set up with expert information, improved and calibrated from data, and deployed as evidence-based inference engines. Aimed at a general educational measurement audience, the paper illustrates the flexibility and capabilities of Bayesian networks through a series of concrete examples, and without extensive technical detail. Examples are provided of proficiency spaces with direct dependencies among proficiency nodes, and of customized evidence models for complex tasks. This paper is intended to motivate educational measurement practitioners to learn more about Bayesian networks from the research literature, to acquire readily available Bayesian network software, to perform studies with real and simulated data sets, and to look for opportunities in educational settings that may benefit from diagnostic assessment fueled by Bayesian network modeling.[Authors’ abstract]


As the goals of educational assessment evolve from the strictly evaluative to the diagnostically useful, so also evolve the statistical methods used to build, validate, and interpret educational tests. The methods discussed in this special issue all approach diagnosis in an item response theory (IRT) related way, with models that are parameterized at the item level and that extract information from individual item responses. Clearly, their most distinguishing feature is their more complex, multidimensional representation of examinee proficiency. This representation can be built directly into an item response model (as seen in most clearly in Almond, DiBello, Moulder, & Zapata-Rivera, 2007; Henson, Templin, & Douglas, 2007; Roussos, Templin, & Henson, 2007; Stout, 2007) or else it can provide a framework for interpreting (residual) patterns in item responses (as is seen in Gierl, 2007).

The complexity of the proficiency space introduces corresponding complexities into the statistical modeling and score reporting aspects of diagnosis. A high level of expert judgment is needed in formulating appropriate models. One of the primary challenges in implementing IRT-based cognitively diagnostic model (ICDMs) requires determining which aspects of the modeling process should be constrained through expert judgment and which can and should be informed by observed item response data. The vast array of psychometric models now
available for diagnosis and the different ways they handle these complexities (e.g., how many levels for each skill, how do skills interact, how does skill mastery translate to item performance, etc.) make model selection a central issue. At the same time, it can be challenging to compare models according to goodness of fit due to the many other aspects within each model that must be informed by experts (e.g., entries of the item-by-skill $Q$ matrix, structure of the proficiency space, etc). Data-driven model re-specification is often messy.

Collectively, the papers presented in this Special Issue provide a comprehensive overview of the state of the art in IRT-based diagnosis. While all emphasize a common end-goal of examinee diagnosis, the process by which this is achieved and the balance of data-driven and expert-driven decision making used along the way also introduce important differences. [Author’s abstract]


Performance assessments typically require expert judges to individually rate each performance. These results in a limitation in the use of such assessments because the rating process may be extremely time consuming. This article describes a scoring algorithm that is based on expert judgments but requires the rating of only a sample of performances. A regression-based policy capturing procedure was implemented to model the judgment policies of experts. The data set was a seven-case performance assessment of physician patient management skills. The assessment used a computer-based simulation of the patient care environment. The results showed a substantial improvement in correspondence between scores produced using the algorithm and actual ratings, when compared to raw scores. Scores based on the algorithm were also shown to be superior to raw scores and equal to expert ratings for making pass/fail decisions which agreed with those made by an independent committee of experts. [Authors’ abstract]


Higher-order latent traits are proposed for specifying the joint distribution of binary attributes in models for cognitive diagnosis. This approach results in a parsimonious model for the joint distribution of a high-dimensional attribute vector that is natural in many situations when specific cognitive information is sought but a less informative item response model would be a reasonable alternative. This approach stems from viewing the attributes as the specific knowledge required for examination performance, and modeling these attributes as arising from a broadly-defined latent trait resembling the $\theta$ of item response models. In this way a relatively simple model for the joint distribution of the attributes results, which is based on a plausible model for the relationship between general aptitude and specific knowledge. Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms
for parameter estimation axe given for selected response distributions, and simulation results are presented to examine the performance of the algorithm as well as the sensitivity of classification to model misspecification. An analysis of fraction subtraction data is provided as an example. [Authors’ abstract]


A latent trait model is presented for the repeated measurement of ability based on a multidimensional conceptualization of the change process. A simplex structure is postulated to link item performance under a given measurement condition or occasion to initial ability and to one or more modifiabilities that represent individual differences in change. Since item discriminations are constrained to be equal within a measurement condition, the model belongs to the family of multidimensional Rasch models. Maximum likelihood estimators of the item parameters and abilities are derived, and an example provided that shows good
recovery of both item and ability parameters. Properties of the model are explored, particularly for several classical issues in measuring change. [Author’s abstract]


Consider test data, a specified set of dichotomous skills measured by the test, and an IRT cognitive diagnosis model (ICDM). Statistical estimation of the data set using the ICDM can provide examinee estimates of mastery for these skills, referred to generally as attributes. With such detailed information about each examinee, future instruction can be tailored specifically for each student, often referred to as formative assessment. However, use of such cognitive diagnosis models to estimate skills in classrooms can require computationally intensive and complicated statistical estimation algorithms, which can diminish the breadth of applications of attribute level diagnosis. We explore the use of sum-scores (each attribute measured by a sum-score) combined with estimated model-based sum-score mastery/nonmastery cutoffs as an easy-to-use and intuitive method to estimate attribute mastery in classrooms and other settings where simple skills diagnostic approaches are desirable. Using a simulation study of skills diagnosis test settings and assuming a test consisting of a model-based calibrated set of items, correct classification rates (CCRs) are compared among four model-based approaches for estimating attribute mastery, namely using full model-based estimation and three different methods of computing sum-scores (simple sumscores, complex sum-scores, and weighted complex sum-scores) combined with model-based mastery sum-score cutoffs. In summary, the results suggest that model-based sum-scores and mastery cutoffs can be used to estimate examinee attribute mastery with only moderate reductions in CCRs in comparison with the full model-based estimation approach. Certain topics are mentioned that are
currently being investigated, especially applications in classroom and textbook settings. [Authors’ abstract]


The purpose of this paper is to expand the Log-Linear Cognitive Diagnosis Model (LCDM) (Henson, Templin, and Willse, 2008) to also include and estimate continuous ability measures. These continuous abilities can be defined as effects that are related to an examinee’s response for particular items (or all items depending on the test). In many ways, the continuous abilities will function in a similar way as random effects in a mixed model. Thus, the ancillary dimensions will account for dependencies or nuisance dimensions in the data, which allow a more direct assessment of the attributes of interest. After defining this model an illustrative example will be presented using a large scale state assessment where, first, the initial challenges of fitting the LCDM will be discussed and then compared to the LCDM with a single ancillary dimension. By fitting the LCDM with a single continuous dimension one application of the extended new model will be presented using a categorical bi-factor model where the ancillary dimension represents the general factor and the attributes represent the specific factors. [Authors’ introduction]


In this chapter, we explore the nature of the demand for cognitive diagnostic assessment (CDA) in K-12 education and suggest that the demand originates from two sources: assessment developers who are arguing for radical shifts in the way assessments are designed, and the intended users of large-scale assessments who want more instructionally relevant results from these assessments. We first highlight various themes from the literature on CDA that illustrate the demand for CDA among assessment developers. We then outline current demands for diagnostic information from educators in the United States by reviewing results from a recent national survey we conducted on this topic. Finally, we discuss
some ways that assessment developers have responded to these demands and outline some issues that, based on the demands discussed here, warrant further attention. [Authors’ abstract]


Almost every state assessment reports cluster scores that reflect performance on different content standards that the test is designed to measure. Although the test blueprints usually specify distributions of items at the individual standard level, for reporting purposes, the content for each test is aggregated across standards into subcontent areas, referred to as “reporting clusters.” A student’s cluster score is commonly reported as the percentage of items answered correctly out of all items in the cluster. Unlike the total test scores, cluster scores are not equated. Therefore, in order to provide students, parents and educators with more useful information, the cluster scores at the individual or group level need to be compared to some kind of criterion measure or population performance. This paper investigates how this criterion measure is provided on one state assessment and suggests an alternative method to obtain the estimate of the measure. [Authors’ introduction]


This paper discusses two topics related to diagnostic score reporting for credentialing examinations. The first deals with various ways to compute subscores for credentialing examinations. The second addresses some pertinent factors to consider when presenting diagnostic results. To illustrate these issues, a sample set of subscores is used. This set was derived from a certification test that provides pass/fail decisions on multiple sections. There are a number of ways to compute diagnostic subscores for competency areas; the paper discusses four approaches. A simulation study using these approaches shows the complexity of choosing a scoring model for multidimensional subscore reporting. The decision to use a given method to compute diagnostic scores should blend technical sophistication with operational needs. There is very little research literature on presenting scores, but there are a number of techniques from which to choose, including score tables, profile plots, and narrative text. Producing high quality score reports is feasible even for relatively small testing programs. [Author’s abstract]

This chapter focuses on data augmentation mechanisms that make use of any measurement information hidden in meaningful distractor patterns for multiple-choice questions (MCQs). Results are presented from an empirical study that demonstrates that there are reasonable consistencies in MCQ distractor response patterns that might be detected and possibly exploited for diagnostic scoring purposes. [Author’s abstract]


The loosely connected efforts to develop cognitively diagnostic assessments are organized. Assessments have been developed to guide specific instructional decisions. [Author’s Abstract]


To interpret and use achievement test scores for cognitive diagnostic assessment, an explanation of student performance is required. If performance is to be explained, then reference must be made to its causes in terms of students'
understanding. Cognitive models are suited, at least in part, to providing such explanations. In the broadest sense, cognitive models should explain achievement test performance by providing insight into whether it is students' understanding (or lack of it) or something else that is the primary cause of their performance. Nevertheless, cognitive models are, in principle, incomplete explanations of achievement test performance. In addition to cognitive models, normative models are required to distinguish achievement from lack of it. The foregoing paragraph sets the stage for this chapter by making a series of claims for which we provide philosophical analysis and justification. First, we describe the philosophical standpoint from which the desire arises for explanations of student test performance in terms of causes. In doing this, we trace the long-held stance within the testing movement that is contrary to this desire and argue that it has serious weaknesses. Second, we address the difficult connection between understanding and causation. Understanding as a causal factor in human behavior presents a metaphysical puzzle: How is it possible for understanding to cause something else to occur? It is also a puzzle how understanding can be caused. We argue that understanding, indeed, can cause and be caused, although our analysis and argument are seriously compressed for this chapter. Also, in the second section, we show why understanding must be taken as the causal underpinning of achievement tests. Third, we examine how cognitive models of achievement might provide insight into students' understanding. This section focuses on what cognitive models can model. Fourth, we discuss what cognitive models cannot model, namely, the normative foundations of achievement, and refer to the sort of normative models that are needed in addition. Finally, we provide an overall assessment of the role and importance of cognitive models in explaining achievement test performance and supporting diagnostic interpretations. [Authors’ abstract]


This article describes a latent trait approach to skills diagnosis based on a particular variety of latent class models that employ item response functions (IRFs) as in typical item response theory (IRT) models. To enable and encourage comparisons with other approaches, this description is provided in terms of the main components of any psychometric approach: the ability model and the IRF structure; review of research on estimation, model checking, reliability, validity, equating, and scoring; and a brief review of real data applications. In this manner
the article demonstrates that this approach to skills diagnosis has built a strong initial foundation of research and resources available to potential users. The outlook for future research and applications is discussed with special emphasis on a call for pilot studies and concomitant increased validity research. [Authors’ abstract]


The emergence of alternative forms of achievement assessment and the corresponding claims that they measure "higher order thinking" rouse the need to examine their cognitive validity. In this article, we provide a framework for examining cognitive validity claims that includes conceptual and empirical analyses and use it to evaluate the validity of a "connected understanding" interpretation of 3 concept-mapping techniques: (a) construct-a-map from scratch, in which students constructed a map using concepts provided; (b) fill-in-the-nodes, in which students filled in a 12-blank-node skeleton map with concepts provided; and (c) fill-in-the-lines, in which students filled in a 12-blank-line skeleton map with a description of the relation provided for each pair of connected concepts. The first technique imposes little structure on the students (low-directedness), whereas the other 2 techniques are much more structured (high-directedness). The framework focuses on the analysis of the mapping tasks' intended demands (conceptual analysis), and the tasks' correspondence with inferred cognitive activities and performance scores (empirical analyses). To infer cognitive activities, we examined respondents' (teachers, expert students, and novice students) concurrent and retrospective verbalizations in performing the mapping tasks and compared the directedness of the mapping tasks, the characteristics of verbalization, and the scores obtained across techniques. We concluded that the framework allowed us to determine that (a) the 3 mapping techniques provided different pictures of students' knowledge, and (b) inferred cognitive activities across mapping techniques differed in relation to the directedness of the task. The low-directed technique provided students with more opportunities to reveal their conceptual understanding (explanations and errors) than did the high-directed techniques. [Authors’ abstract]


Discusses the tree-based approach (TBA) which is used for diagnostic feedback for the SAT I Verbal reasoning test, for proficiency scaling and diagnostic assessment. In depth look at the tree-based theory; Use of tree-based techniques to
determine strategic combinations of skills; Generation of group-level proficiency profiles. [Author’s abstract]


This paper introduces a modification to the Rule Space diagnostic classification procedure which allows for processing of response vectors containing missing data. Rule Space is an approach to diagnostic classification which involves characterizing examinees' performances in terms of an underlying cognitive model of generalized problem-solving skills. It has two components: (1) a procedure for determining a comprehensive set of knowledge states, where each state is characterized in terms of a unique subset of mastered skills; and (2) a procedure for classifying examinees into one or another of the specified states. The procedure for determining a comprehensive set of knowledge states is based on the Boolean descriptive function given in Tatsuoka (1991). The procedure for classifying examinees involves comparing examinees' scored response vectors to the patterns expected within each of the specified knowledge states (Tatsuoka, 1983, 1985, and 1987). Missing data is expected to be a common problem for this approach because, although the procedure for determining the comprehensive set of knowledge states requires a large pool of items, the procedure for examinee classification can be performed with smaller (less expensive) item subsets. This approach to diagnostic classification is illustrated with data collected in the Survey of Young Adult Literacy, a nationwide survey of literacy skills conducted by the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) in 1985. [Authors’ abstract]


Diagnostic scores are of increasing interest due to their potential remedial and instructional benefit. Naturally, the number of testing programs that report diagnostic scores is on the rise, as are the number of research works on such scores. This paper starts by showing examples of diagnostic subscores reported by operational testing programs. Then this paper provides a discussion of existing psychometric methods for reporting diagnostic scores, followed by a brief review of a method proposed by Haberman (2008) that examines if subscores (that are the simplest form of diagnostic scores and are reported by several testing programs) have added value over the total score. Using results from several operational and simulated data sets, it is demonstrated that it is not straightforward to have diagnostic scores with added value. Some recommendations are made for those interested to report diagnostic scores. [Authors’ abstract]


This article summarizes the continuous latent trait IRT approach to skills diagnosis as particularized by a representative variety of continuous latent trait models using item response functions (IRFs). First, several basic IRT-based continuous latent trait approaches are presented in some detail. Then a brief summary of estimation, model checking, and assessment scoring aspects are discussed. Finally, the University of California at Berkeley multidimensional Rasch-model-grounded SEPUP middle school science-focused embedded assessment project is briefly described as one significant illustrative application. [Author’s abstract]


Over the past decade, diagnostic classification models (DCMs) have become an active area of psychometric research. Despite their use, however, the reliability of examinee estimates in DCM applications has seldom been reported (Sinaharay &
Haberman, in press). In this paper, a reliability measure for the latent variables of DCMs is defined, emanating from a similar measure from more common psychometric models (e.g., item response models). Using theoretical and simulation based results, we show how DCMs uniformly provide greater reliability than IRT models for tests of the same length, a result that is a consequence of the smaller number of latent variable locations where examinees are placed in DCMs. We demonstrate this result by comparing DCM and IRT model reliability for a series of models estimated with data from an end-of-grade test, leading to a discussion of how DCMs can be used to change the process character of large scale testing to precisely measure latent skills of examinees with fewer items or measure more dimensions with the same number of items.

[Authors’ abstract]


Models for cognitive diagnosis have been developed as an attempt to provide more than a single test score from item response data. Most approaches are based on a hypothesis that relates items to underlying skills. This relation takes the form of a design matrix that specifies for each cognitive item which skills are required to solve the item and which are not. This report outlines one direction that developments of cognitive diagnosis models are taking. It does not claim completeness, but describes a line of models that can be traced back to Tatsuoka’s seminal work on the rule space methodology and that finds its current form in models that combine features of confirmatory latent factor analysis, multiple classification latent class models, and multidimensional item response models.

[Authors’ abstract]


Market basket reporting


This technical report presents the goals and design of the 2000 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) market-basket study, describes the analyses that were conducted to produce the prototype NAEP market-basket report card, and presents and discusses results from the study that are pertinent to selected technical and psychometric issues associated with the potential implementation of a market-basket reporting option for NAEP. A market basket is a specific collection of test items intended to be representative or illustrative of a domain of material included in an assessment. Reporting assessment results in terms of the scores on this collection of items and publicly releasing the items are what is typically meant by market-basket reporting. Two market-basket test forms were constructed and administered to nationally representative samples of fourth
grade students. Results for a nationally representative sample of students from both sets of projections were compared with each other and with the results actually obtained by directly administering the market basket to separate nationally representative samples. While the two kinds of projection results were generally similar, differences between them, consistent with what one would expect from basic measurement theory, were evident. Furthermore, both sets of projection results were similar, in most cases, to actual results obtained by directly administering the market baskets to separate, randomly equivalent samples. There were, however, some notable differences. [Authors’ abstract]


Discusses ways in which reporting National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) results in terms of a market basket of tasks would affect achievement-level reporting. After reviewing current NAEP reporting and achievement-level setting procedures, 3 market-basket variations are described. Ways in which achievement-level standards would be set, interpreted, and validated are then discussed. The conclusions are as follows: (a) the structure of the market-basket reporting scale can be exploited to simplify a key step in the standard-setting process, namely mapping item- or booklet-level judgments to the reporting scale; (b) the more transparent meaning of market-basket scores, in contrast to scaled scores and behavioral descriptions, clarifies the limitations of NAEP performances as evidence about the range of student proficiencies and accomplishments that the public's and educators' interests may span; and (c) market-basket reporting approaches that enable individual students to take a full market-basket set of items simplify data-gathering and analysis for validity studies of achievement-level set-points and interpretations. [Author’s abstract]


**Reporting and validity**

presented at the meeting of the National Council on Measurement in Education, San Diego, CA.

The studies of Assessment Tools for Teaching and Learning (asTTle) use have shown that how assessment is conceived and the beliefs that teachers have about assessment are associated with gains in student learning as well as more effective use of test reports. Hence, we suggest that the New Zealand example demonstrates that if test development takes into account the pre-existing conceptions of teachers about assessment, it will result in test reporting and professional development that are more effective in raising student achievement. This is so because teachers will be able to use the tests for improvement, while satisfying accountability-oriented requirements. Taking into account both of these purposes for assessment and devising an integrated reporting system that addresses them appropriately is an essential aspect of assessment for and of learning. [Authors’ conclusion]


The scales of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), as constructed, do not yield meaningful criterion-referenced interpretations. Poorly defined NAEP goals and the present knowledge base do not allow the measurement of what examinees can and cannot do. Inappropriate interpretations of NAEP data are discussed, with specific examples. [Author’s abstract]


Five of the common misuses of tests are reviewed: (1) acceptance of the test title as an accurate and complete description of the variable being measured (failure to examine the manual and the items carefully to know the specific aspects to be tested can result in misuse through selection of an inappropriate test for a particular purpose or situation); (2) ignoring the error of measurement in test scores; (3) use of a single test score for decision making (scores are not interpreted in the full context of the various elements that characterize students, teachers, and the environment); (4) a lack of understanding of the meaning of test score reporting (the misinterpretation of raw scores or grade equivalents is common); and (5) attributing cause of behavior measured to test (confusing the information provided by a test score with interpretations of what caused the behavior or described by the score). A test score gives no information as to why the individual performed as reported. No statistical manipulation of test data will permit more than probabilistic inferences about causation or future performance. [Author’s abstract]

Bohrnstedt (Eds.), *Assessing student achievement in the states: Background studies*. Stanford, CA: National Academy of Education.


This paper outlines a fundamental claim about the validity of Reports, and then via a series of empirical studies introduces a series of principles that aims to assist in maximizing the accuracy and appropriateness of interpretations of Reports. Two other sources of evidence are used to derive and defend additional principals - the human computer interface research and the findings from visual graphics. [Author’s abstract]


Are all states and nearly all districts claiming that their students are above the national average? If so, are the test results "inflated and misleading?" What are the factors that contribute to the abundance of "above average" scores? [Authors’ abstract]


Describes the four main approaches to customized educational testing. Ability of customized testing to yield both valid normative and curriculum-specific information; Threats to the validity of normative interpretations. [Authors’ abstract]


This article has three goals. The first goal is to clarify the role that the consequences of test score use play in validity judgments by reviewing the role that modern writers on validity have ascribed for consequences in supporting validity judgments. The second goal is to summarize current views on who is responsible for collecting evidence of test score use consequences by attempting to separate the responsibilities of the test developer and the test user. The last goal is to offer a framework that attempts to prescribe the conditions under which the
Responsibility for collecting evidence of consequences falls to the test developer or to the test user. [Authors’ abstract]


In the United States, when English language learners (ELLs) are tested, they are usually tested in English and their limited English proficiency is a potential cause of construct-irrelevant variance. When such irrelevancies affect test scores, inaccurate *interpretations* of ELLs' knowledge, skills, and abilities may occur. In this article, we review validity issues relevant to the *educational assessment* of ELLs and discuss methods that can be used to evaluate the degree to which *interpretations* of their test scores are valid. Our discussion is organized using the five sources of validity evidence promulgated by the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing. Technical details for some validation methods are provided. When evaluating the validity of a test for ELLs, the evaluation methods should be selected so that the evidence gathered specifically addresses appropriate test use. Such evaluations should be comprehensive and based on multiple sources of validity evidence. [Authors’ abstract]


In their function as a specific form of evaluation in the educational system, large-scale assessments are used to describe overall structures, salient features, and outcomes of educational processes. Whether this kind of evaluation is meaningful on the system level, and whether its results are likely to be of use for classroom practice, teacher training, and curriculum design is wholly dependent on the validity of the test instruments. The issues here are the validity of instruments with regard to the curricula of different countries, the underlying proficiency dimensions, and the appropriate behavior-oriented criteria for the interpretation of test scores. Using the TIMSS secondary school study as an illustrative example, the authors discuss methods for the validation of large-scale assessments and present results from the field of mathematics. Analyses of the cognitive demands of test items based on psychological conceptualizations of mathematical problem solving are combined with a behavior-oriented interpretation of different levels of a latent proficiency scale. Results show that proficiency scaling is a useful heuristic tool that can be used to integrate test theory, cognitive psychology, and didactics, and provide a meaningful way of interpreting the results of studies. [Authors’ abstract]
5. Displaying Data and Accessing Results


When completing tasks in complex, dynamic domains observers must consider the relationships among many variables (e.g., integrated tasks) as well as the values of individual variables (e.g., focused tasks). A critical issue in display design is whether or not a single display format can achieve the dual design goals of supporting performance at both types of tasks. We consider this issue from a variety of perspectives. One relevant perspective is the basic research on attention and object perception, which concentrates on the interaction between visual features and processing capabilities. The principles of configurality are discussed, with the conclusion that they support the possibility of achieving the dual design goals. These considerations are necessary but not sufficient for effective display design. Graphic displays map information from a domain into visual features; the tasks to be completed are defined in terms of the domain, not in terms of the visual features alone. The implications of this subtle but extremely important difference are discussed. The laboratory research investigating alternative display formats is reviewed. Much like the attention literature, the results do not rule out the possibility that the dual design goals can be achieved. [Authors’ abstract]


Since the early 19th century, graphs have been recognised as an effective method of analysing and representing scientific data. However, levels of graph use have varied widely since then, partly due to increasing reliance on inferential statistics in some fields. Recent studies indicate that graph use is closely related to the ‘hardness’ of scientific disciplines, and that this finding holds for journal articles and textbooks across the subfields of psychology. In the area of animal behaviour, journals devote about one-sixth of their page space to graphs, a level of graph use approximating that of biology and physics. Implications for the training of scientists in the use of visual displays are considered. [Authors’ abstract]


While display designers tend to agree that the communication of large amounts of quantitative information calls for the use of graphs, there is less consensus about whether graphs should be used for small, summarized data sets. In the present study, three groups of 16 subjects viewed 11 sets of time series data presented as
tables, bar charts, or line graphs. Data sets varied in size (4, 7, or 13 values) and complexity (number and type of departures from linearity). Subjects provided written interpretations of each of the data sets, and these interpretations were scored for (1) overall number of propositions pertaining to the data set as a whole (global content), (2) number of propositions describing relations within a subset of the data (local content), and (3) number of references to specific data values (numeric content). For the larger (7- and 13-point) data sets, interpretations based on bar charts included the greatest overall global content, but line graph interpretations proved to be most sensitive to the actual information content (complexity) of the data sets. The greater sensitivity of the line graphs was still obtained with four-point data sets; however, this advantage was greater for men than for women. For data sets of all sizes, but especially for the smallest sets, gender differences in interpretation content were obtained. These differences are discussed within the context of more general individual differences presumed to exist in graph-reading strategies. [Authors’ abstract]


The subject of graphical methods for data analysis and for data presentation needs a scientific foundation. In this article we take a few steps in the direction of establishing such a foundation. Our approach is based on graphical perception—the visual decoding of information encoded on graphs—and it includes both theory and experimentation to test the theory. The theory deals with a small but important piece of the whole process of graphical perception. The first part is an identification of a set of elementary perceptual tasks that are carried out when people extract quantitative information from graphs. The second part is an ordering of the tasks on the basis of how accurately people perform them. Elements of the theory are tested by experimentation in which subjects record their judgments of the quantitative information on graphs. The experiments validate these elements but also suggest that the set of elementary tasks should be
expanded. The theory provides a guideline for graph construction: Graphs should employ elementary tasks as high in the ordering as possible. This principle is applied to a variety of graphs, including bar charts, divided bar charts, pie charts, and statistical maps with shading. The conclusion is that radical surgery on these popular graphs is needed, and as replacements we offer alternative graphical forms-dot charts, dot charts with grouping, and framed-rectangle charts. [Authors’ abstract]


Graphical perception is the visual decoding of the quantitative and qualitative information encoded on graphs. Some recent theoretical/experimental investigations of graphical perception are described, identifying certain elementary graphical-perception tasks that are performed in the visual decoding of quantitative information from graphs. [Authors’ abstract]


This article provides guidelines for presenting quantitative data in papers for publication. The article begins with a reader-centered design philosophy that distills the maxim "know thy user" into three components: (a) know your users' tasks, (b) know the operations supported by your displays, and (c) match user's operations to the ones supported by your display. Next, factors affecting the decision to present data in text, tables, or graphs are described: the amount of data, the readers' informational needs, and the value of visualizing the data. The remainder of the article outlines the design decisions required once an author has selected graphs as the data presentation medium. Decisions about the type of graph depend on the readers' experience and informational needs as well as characteristics of the independent (predictor) variables and the dependent (criterion) variable. Finally, specific guidelines for the design of graphs are presented. The guidelines were derived from empirical studies, analyses of graph readers' tasks, and practice-based design guidelines. The guidelines focus on matching the specific sensory, perceptual, and cognitive operations required to read a graph to the operations that the graph supports. [Authors’ abstract]


The purpose of this monograph is to present the major techniques that fall under the general heading of statistical graphics used in the social sciences field. The primary focus of the discussion is on analytic graphics. In other words, I concentrate on graphical techniques that the researcher would employ as an integral part of the data analysis process. There is little explicit coverage of so-called presentational graphics or the kinds of displays that are intended primarily for communicating completed analyses to a lay audience. [Author’s abstract]


This monograph will examine graphical displays that are useful for visualizing multivariate data. As such, it will pick up the discussion that was begun in the companion volume within this series, Statistical Graphics for Visualizing Univariate and Bivariate Data (W. G. Jacoby, 1997). The basic objective here is to obtain pictorial representations of quantitative information. Multivariate data pose special challenges for statistical graphics, beyond those encountered with univariate or bivariate data. The central problem is to represent information that can vary along several dimensions (typically, one for each variable) in a display medium that is almost always inherently 2-dimensional in nature--a printed page or computer display. [Author’s abstract]


The study was to (a) identify states with score reports and interpretive guides available via the Internet, (b) identify the characteristics of online test score information that meet score reporting standards as specified by government requirements and measurement experts, and (c) describe the utility of the online assessment score information. It is found that states reported their scores online.
in a variety of ways; different score information was available, different file types were available for download, different grades had scores available, and the data were disaggregated relative to different groups of students. The interpretive guides were equally as variable. The materials most commonly found in interpretive guides included listing additional resources, giving the meaning of the scores, and stating the purpose of the assessment. Information about test score precision and common misinterpretations of test scores were least likely to be mentioned in the guides. [Authors’ abstract]


A variety of researches are examined from the standpoint of information theory. It is shown that the unaided observer is severely limited in terms of the amount of information he can receive, process, and remember. However, it is shown that by the use of various techniques, e.g., use of several stimulus dimensions, recoding, and various mnemonic devices, this informational bottleneck can be broken. [Author’s abstract]


Three methods of labeling graphs were compared:
1. direct labeling on the functions
2. a key inserted on the graph field below the functions
3. a key inserted below the figure in the position of the figure caption.
In both a separate-groups comparison and in a subsequent within-subjects comparison, direct labeling gave reliably the quickest readings (p < 0.01) without
loss of accuracy. Reading the labels directly appeared to involve fewer steps and depend less upon short-term memory. [Authors’ abstract]


One hundred and sixty elementary school teachers rated the helpfulness of various types of information on test-based and observation-based reports. There was no difference between the test-based and the observation-based reports in overall
rating of helpfulness. On both types of reports, interpretive material was consistently rated as more helpful than factual or descriptive information in all content areas. On the test-based report, information about personality dynamics was rated as more helpful than description of intellectual functioning or academic achievement. Teachers desire interpretations that go beyond that which is immediately observable in the behavior or test data. They prefer recommendations that provide specific guidelines for implementation and are easy to carry out. The type of report as well as the gender of the child described in the report influenced teachers' responses to recommendations. [Authors' abstract]


Recent work on graph perception has focused on the nature of the processes that operate when people decode the information represented in graphs. We began our investigations by gathering evidence that people have generic expectations about what types of information will be the major messages in various types of graphs. These graph schemata suggested how graph type and judgment type would interact to determine the speed and accuracy of quantitative information extraction. These predictions were confirmed by the finding that a comparison judgment was most accurate when the judgment required assessing position along a common scale (simple bar chart), had intermediate accuracy on length judgments (divided bar chart), and was least accurate when assessing angles (pie chart). In contrast, when the judgment was an estimate of the proportion of the whole, angle assessments (pie chart) were as accurate as position (simple bar chart) and more accurate than length (divided bar chart). Proposals for elementary information processes involving anchoring, scanning, projection, superimposition, and detection operators were made to explain this interaction. [Authors’ abstract]


The classic book on statistical graphics, charts, tables. Theory and practice in the design of data graphics, 250 illustrations of the best (and a few of the worst) statistical graphics, with detailed analysis of how to display data for precise, effective, quick analysis, design of the high-resolution displays, small multiples, editing and improving graphics, the data-ink ratio. Time-series, relational graphics, data maps, multivariate designs. Detection of graphical deception: design variation vs. data variation, sources of deceptions, esthetics and data graphical displays. [Copied March 31, 2009, from http://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/books_vdqi]


This book celebrates escapes from the flatlands of both paper and computer screen, showing superb displays of high-dimensional complex data. The most design-oriented of Edward Tufte's books, Envisioning Information shows maps, charts, scientific presentations, diagrams, computer interfaces, statistical graphics and tables, stereo photographs, guidebooks, courtroom exhibits, timetables, use of color, a pop-up, and many other wonderful displays of information. The book provides practical advice about how to explain complex material by visual means, with extraordinary examples to illustrate the fundamental principles of information displays. Topics include escaping flatland, color and information, micro/macro designs, layering and separation, small multiples, and narratives. [Copied March 31, 2009, from http://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/books_ei]


We propose that representations of visual stimuli are a consequence of both perceptual and conceptual factors that may be revealed in systematic errors in memory. Three experiments demonstrated increased (horizontal or vertical) symmetry in perception and memory of nearly symmetric curves in graphs and rivers in maps. Next, a conceptual factor, an accompanying description biasing toward symmetry or asymmetry, also distorted memory in the expected direction for the symmetric descriptions. In the two final experiments, we investigated conceptual factors in selection of a frame of reference. Subjects remembered lines in graphs, but not in maps, as closer to the imaginary 45° line. Combined with earlier research, this suggests that the reference frame for map lines is the canonical axes and for graph lines, the imaginary 45° line. [Authors’ abstract]


The aim of good data graphics is to display data accurately and clearly. This definition is used as a point of departure for developing 12 rules of bad data
display: (1) show as little data as possible (minimize the data density); (2) hide what data you do show (minimize the data-ink ratio); (3) ignore the visual metaphor altogether; (4) only order matters (The Pravda School of Ordinal Graphics); (5) graph data out of context; (6) change scales in mid-axis; (7) emphasize the trivial (ignore the important); (8) juggle the baseline; (9) order graphs and tables alphabetically; (10) label illegibly, incompletely, incorrectly, and ambiguously; (11) more is murkier (more decimal places and more dimensions); and (12) if it has been done well in the past, think of a new way to do it. Although the tone of this presentation is light, and points in the wrong direction, the aim is serious. The 12 "rules" point clearly toward an outlook that provides many hints for good display. [Author’s abstract]


This paper discusses the similarities and differences in Playfair and Tukey's visions of what graphically displaying quantitative phenomena can do now, and might do in the future. As part of this discussion we examine: (1) how fundamental graphic tools have become to the scientist, (2) three instances where modern views of graphics are unchanged since Playfair's time, and (3) one area where there has been a change. The paper concludes with a discussion of five important areas of current and future graphic concern. [Author’s abstract]


Quantitative phenomena can be displayed effectively in a variety of ways, but to do so, requires an understanding of both the structure of the phenomena and the limitations of candidate display formats. This article (a) recounts three historic instances of the vital role data displays played in important discoveries, (b) provides three levels of information that form the basis of a theory of display to help us better measure both display quality and human graphicacy, and (c) describes three steps to improve the quality of tabular presentation. [Author’s abstract]


Discusses the importance of minimizing errors in the presentation of data to prevent misinterpretation and incorrect inferences. Alternatives for the effective communication of errors; Tabular and graphical display of errors; Focus of the study on errors in means. [Author’s abstract]


Understanding the distribution of achievement levels of students' performance in the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) is aided through the use of the trilinear chart. In this article, this chart is described and its use illustrated with data from the 1992 state NAEP mathematics assessment. It is shown that one can see readily the trends in performance for different demographic groups for all of the 44 participating jurisdictions simultaneously. It is suggested that this graphical form may be useful in other contexts, as well. [Author’s abstract]


The modern world is rich with data; an inability to effectively utilize these data is a real handicap. One common mode of data communication is the printed data table. In this article we provide four guidelines the use of which can make tables more effective and evocative data displays. We use the National Assessment of Educational Progress both to provide inspiration for the development of these guidelines and to illustrate their operation. We also discuss a theoretical structure to aid in the development of test items to tap students' proficiency in extracting information from tables. [Author’s abstract]


The principal goal of graphic display is to ease access to complex information. Simple univariate displays are easy to understand but usually do not have the capability to transmit accurately the often complex structure of multivariate data. Multivariate displays were specifically designed for exactly this purpose. The
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) generates data of a multivariate richness and complexity that defies accurate univariate transmission. The broad use and understanding of the information NAEP provides can be aided through the use of more suitable and evocative data displays. In this article, we demonstrate the limitations of univariate displays and suggest some multivariate displays that may enable us to understand, and thence communicate, what is contained in NAEP more fully. [Author’s abstract]


Presents a redesign and validity study of displays for communicating National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) results in the United States. Use of the methodology to aid the evolution of data displays; Drawbacks of using the NAEP reports; Comparison between the accuracy of the original and redesigned formats. [Authors’ abstract]


Focuses on the development of graphical methods for data analysis and communication. History of the use of visual displays to present quantitative materials; Characteristics of a graphical display; Usability of graphical displays. [Authors’ abstract]


The purpose of this paper is to provide a brief overview of the web-based score reporting practices used by the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), as an example of the Internet as a score reporting (and test information) medium. For states and other groups involved in reporting the results of large-scale educational tests, NAEP’s reporting efforts serve as an example of the kinds of materials that testing programs can make available, and the ways in which test data and information can be shared in an online setting. Stakeholders interested in NAEP data can get access to a wide range of information, and in the following sections, we provide an overview of the information included in NAEP’s web
presence with respect to both content and format. These topic areas discussed are 1) the NAEP homepage, 2) interactive/media tools, 3) static, data-oriented web pages, and 4) programmatic/informational web pages. For each grouping, we offer some take-home suggestions for testing agencies tasked with developing and maintaining online assessment resources for large-scale tests. [Authors’ introduction]
6. Reporting Policy and Accountability


Recommendations of the Study Group on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) are summarized in this report. The report is then reviewed by the National Academy of Education. The recommendations are to: (1) maintain NAEP's continuity; (2) assess the core curriculum; (3) focus on transitional grades (4, 8, and 12) and sample out-of-school 17-year-olds, adults and private school students; (4) create an independent Educational Assessment Council, with members to be appointed by the Secretary of Education; (5) provide for add-on and school district assessments; (6) assess and provide for add-on assessment of private school students; and (7) increase federal funding to 20 to 30 million dollars per year (approximately five times the present amount). The Study Group strongly recommends that achievement data be collected on each state and the District of Columbia and that state and local assessments be linked with NAEP. Curriculum areas to be tested include higher order thinking skills; reading, writing and literacy; mathematics, science, and technology; history, geography, and civics; and special topics which are assessed occasionally. Recommendations for measurement include computer assisted testing and scaling. [Authors’ abstract]


In this chapter, we provide a short history of large-scale testing and test-based accountability, describe features of the accountability systems and tests that are in place today, and describe several ways in which state testing systems vary. We discuss content and performance standards, which in today’s systems typically serve as the means for communicating a common set of goals. Following that, we present information on the features of tests, discuss several other issues related to large-scale testing, including methods of reporting, procedures for setting performance targets, and test-based rewards and sanctions. [Authors’ abstract]


This paper explores the ways results of National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) data might be communicated to a variety of audiences, each with differing needs for information, interest in its findings, and sophistication in interpreting the results. The paper describes market-basket reporting as a feasible alternative to traditional NAEP reporting. Such reports would include samples of items and exercises with their scoring rubrics. The second section of the paper makes the case that in order to up-hold the strict standards of data quality, NAEP reports must format and display results to make them more accessible while discouraging readers from drawing overly broad interpretations of the data. A final section describes a detailed program of research on reporting and dissemination of NAEP findings based on these dimensions: (1) the research questions to be asked; (2) the audiences to whom the questions should be addressed; and (3) the strategies through which the questions should be pursued.
The paper suggests that the highest priority be given to research on reporting through public media, followed by making NAEP reporting more understandable and useful to school curriculum and instruction personnel, reporting to the public, and further research with state education personnel. [Author’s abstract]


Chapters in this report outline the potential plans for the redesign of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). It is argued that any successful redesign must consider the NAEP as a whole. This report reviews overall NAEP designs and discusses the implications that each of the designs has for various functional areas. [Authors’ abstract]


This article summarizes two research efforts, both focusing on the mathematics assessments of the National Assessment of Educational Progress, that illustrate Leigh Burstein's long-standing concern with the quality of information about the condition of education. The first examined nonresponse to NAEP test items; it found that omit rates were highest for difficult constructed-response items and that African American and Hispanic students had higher omit rates than Whites.
The second study evaluated the validity of the 1992 achievement level descriptions as characterizations of mathematics performance; it found that the descriptions and accompanying exemplar items were misleading. In response to these findings, a variety of recommendations were offered pertaining to test construction, standards setting, routine monitoring (and reporting) of data quality, and standards-based reporting of student performance. [Author’s abstract]


Uses of tests and assessments as key elements in five waves of educational reform during the past 50 years are reviewed. These waves include the role of tests in tracking and selection emphasized in the 1950s, the use of tests for program accountability in the 1960s, minimum competency testing programs of the 1970s, school and district accountability of the 1980s, and the standards-based accountability systems of the 1990s. Questions regarding the impact, validity, and generalizability of reported gains and the credibility of results in high-stakes accountability uses are discussed. Emphasis is given to three issues of currently popular accountability systems. These are (a) the role of content standards, (b) the dual goals of high performance standards and common standards for all students, and (c) the validity of accountability models. Some suggestions for dealing with the most severe limitations of accountability are provided. [Author’s abstract]


Provides an overview of validity within the context of assessment and accountability systems mandated and developed by states. Following usage in the 1999 Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, and National Council of Measurement in Education; hereafter referred to as Test Standards), the term test is used in a broad sense to include any systematic evaluative device or assessment procedure. The author uses the Test Standards as an organizing tool to discuss the types of evidence and logical arguments that those responsible for state assessment and accountability systems should develop to evaluate the
validity of the uses and interpretations that are made of results. The author begins with a brief overview of the concept of validity and the way in which thinking about the validity in the measurement system has evolved over time. This is followed by a discussion of specific uses and interpretations of results of state assessment and accountability systems and the requirements of the Test Standards to evaluate the validity of those uses and interpretations. [Author’s abstract]


Several issues related to the design and reporting of NAEP results are discussed within the context of current expectations for NAEP and its historical origins. Procedures for establishing the content and form of assessments, including the process of developing frameworks, and eventually individual assessment items are discussed. The need to maintain a comprehensive assessment reflecting both current practice in schools and the best thinking by subject matter experts is emphasized. Issues in the design and the estimation of subpopulation parameters using conditioning variables are discussed. Finally, continuing misinterpretations of anchor item results are analyzed. [Authors’ abstract]


at the meeting of the American Educational Research Association, New Orleans, LA.

The objectives of this paper are threefold. First, a model is proposed for unifying massive amounts of conceptual and numerical information flowing from the measures of the accountability movement in Ohio and the materials that are publicly available to educators. Second, this model is translated into useable forms of information that help teachers drive instructional practices in their classrooms. Third, the efficacy of this model meant to improve state-mandated proficiency scores at the district level is discussed. The paper attempts to integrate numerical, pictorial, graphical and narrative information about the Ohio Proficiency Tests in a way that provides the reader with a rudimentary model of an educational Rosetta Stone. This tool helps educators decipher the contents of the Ohio proficiency tests at a level complex enough so educators can identify basic and fundamental instructional needs of their students. Six appendixes contain sample items from the Ohio proficiency tests. [Authors’ abstract]


7. Sample reports

Individual reports


The FSA Individual Student Results Report sent home from schools are provided in English. To help families and students for whom English is not the language spoken in the home, translated versions of the Individual Student Results Report are available on this site in 14 additional languages. [Author’s abstract]


Data used in a major review of the system for reporting scores on the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) are presented and discussed. The data demonstrated the value of the current score-reporting system and led to retention of the 15-point MCAT score scale in 1991. [Authors’ abstract]

Group reports


Education Sciences, U.S. Department of Education, Washington, DC.


**Interpretive guides**

A sound assessment and evaluation program reinforces educational decision and can positively impact individual students as well as parents or guardians, classes, schools and communities. [Author’s abstract]


**State test report websites**


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Score Reports</th>
<th>Interpretive Guide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.eed.state.ak.us/">http://www.eed.state.ak.us/</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.eed.state.ak.us/tls/assessment/sba/Spring07/GTIs/AK-Gr8-PS-GTI_LTR.pdf">http://www.eed.state.ak.us/tls/assessment/sba/Spring07/GTIs/AK-Gr8-PS-GTI_LTR.pdf</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.cde.state.co.us/">http://www.cde.state.co.us/</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.cde.state.co.us/cdeassess/documents/csap/usa_index.html">http://www.cde.state.co.us/cdeassess/documents/csap/usa_index.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Score Reports</th>
<th>Interpretive Guide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td><a href="http://www.doe.state.in.us/">http://www.doe.state.in.us/</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.doe.state.in.us/istep/2007/welcome.html">http://www.doe.state.in.us/istep/2007/welcome.html</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.doe.state.in.us/istep/pdf/GTI/49936-W_GT1_F07IN.pdf">http://www.doe.state.in.us/istep/pdf/GTI/49936-W_GT1_F07IN.pdf</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Score Reports</th>
<th>Interpretive Guide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Score Reports</td>
<td>Interpretive Guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ped.state.nm.us/">http://www.ped.state.nm.us/</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.ped.state.nm.us/AssessmentAccountability/AcademicGrowth/NMSBA.htm">http://www.ped.state.nm.us/AssessmentAccountability/AcademicGrowth/NMSBA.htm</a></td>
<td>NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ode.state.or.us/">http://www.ode.state.or.us/</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.ode.state.or.us/">http://www.ode.state.or.us/</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Score Reports</td>
<td>Interpretive Guide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pde.state.pa.us/">http://www.pde.state.pa.us/</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.pde.state.pa.us/a_and_t/lib/a_and_t/2007_State_Level_PSSA_Results.pdf">http://www.pde.state.pa.us/a_and_t/lib/a_and_t/2007_State_Level_PSSA_Results.pdf</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Score Reports</td>
<td>Interpretive Guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>